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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The voluntary carbon market has come under intense scrutiny over concerns around the environmental and social integrity of the carbon credits being sold. Even certification bodies are seemingly incapable of delivering on their promise to certify “high-integrity” credits. The certification of jurisdictional REDD+ carbon credits by the Architecture for REDD+ Transactions (ART) to the Government of Guyana (GoG) in December 2022 provides an important case study on the challenges facing the high-integrity carbon market.

ART claims to be a program that “ensures the environmental and social integrity of” emission reductions and removals credits through requiring compliance with its standard, The REDD+ Environmental Excellence Standard (TREES).\(^2\) TREES incorporates the Cancún Safeguards and requires that ART program participants respect, protect, and fulfill the rights of indigenous peoples. The GoG submitted its proposal for carbon credits certification to ART in December 2020 without any prior consultation with indigenous peoples and their communities. It proposed to sell carbon credits generated from all forests in the country, including forests on indigenous peoples' traditional lands, some of which are titled under national law.

The GoG held several information-sharing sessions regarding its national Low Carbon Development Strategy 2030 – of which its proposal to ART was one component – with communities, but did not conduct consultations with indigenous peoples within the meaning of international human rights law. No indigenous peoples were asked for nor gave their free, prior, and informed consent to the proposal. The National Toshao Council endorsed the policy framework within which the ART proposal formed one component, but it does not have the authority to give consent on behalf of indigenous peoples to such a program.

Aster Global Environmental Services, Inc., conducted the validation and verification process for the GoG's proposal. Although Aster did interview civil society representatives and visit some indigenous communities, ART’s validation and verification standard only required Aster to evaluate the GoG's own reported compliance with TREES. Aster's completed validation and verification found that the GoG's self-reporting showed that it met ART’s program requirements, and ART subsequently certified credits to the GoG. A portion of the credits were then sold to an oil company, Hess Corporation.

A national indigenous peoples' advocacy organization, the Amerindian Peoples Association (APA), filed a complaint with ART’s internal grievance mechanism in March 2023, arguing that ART's program requirements had not been met. The APA also noted several concerns with the design of the grievance mechanism, notably the lack of independence of the mechanism from the ART Secretariat and Board. In May 2023, the ART Secretariat dismissed the APA's complaint without considering any of the substantive concerns raised. The same day, ART issued its new Complaints Guidance. In the subsequent appeal filed in June 2023, the ART Secretariat rebuffed the APA's attempts to discuss the appeal process to ensure its fairness, transparency, and independence. The ART Secretariat dismissed the APA's appeal in October 2023 without ever

\(^2\) ART, About Us, [https://www.artredd.org/about-us/](https://www.artredd.org/about-us/).
considering the substantive issues raised and without addressing the concerns the APA brought forth about ART’s grievance mechanism.

This case study highlights some of the challenges high-integrity carbon credits certification bodies face and lessons learned. It discusses the failures of certification bodies to guarantee high-integrity credits with respect to indigenous peoples’ land rights, participation rights, and right to determine adequate benefit-sharing mechanisms. Certification bodies must do more to ensure that their standards can guarantee full respect for human rights.

Certification bodies must:

- Require participants to demonstrate compliance with international human rights standards.
- Not rely on government self-reporting in validation and verification processes.
- During validation and verification processes, employ experts in indigenous peoples’ rights and experts in the relevant national context, and consult affected indigenous peoples.
- Have grievance mechanisms that meet the internationally accepted criteria for non-State-based grievance mechanisms.
The rapidly growing voluntary carbon market (VCM) has spawned an array of standards and certification schemes that purport to guarantee high-integrity carbon credits. These certification schemes aim to respond to well-documented failings in the social and environmental integrity of projects and transactions in the VCM. Carbon credits certified by such schemes theoretically allow sellers to make more reliable claims about their product’s environmental impact, while meeting crucial social safeguards meant to protect the rights of peoples and communities affected by such schemes; based on these assurances, they are able to charge a premium. However, many of the certification bodies themselves have come under criticism for failing to deliver what they promise.3

One such certifier is the Architecture for REDD+ Transactions (ART), which assesses carbon credits against a standard called The REDD+ Environmental Excellence Standard (TREES).

In December 2022, ART issued the world’s first TREES carbon credits to the Government of Guyana (GoG). These credits were issued retroactively for the period 2016-2020. This marked the first time a country had been issued carbon credits for preventing forest loss and degradation, as well as the first time a country had received high forest, low deforestation credits.4 ART’s ability to deliver on its guarantees of environmental and social integrity has come under scrutiny since it issued these credits to the GoG. The credit issuance has been regarded as the first test case for the new certifier.

Concerns about the environmental integrity of the carbon credits issued to the GoG have been well-documented.5 There appears to be significant confusion, however, around the social integrity of these credits. This case study aims to provide clarity on contentious issues in the debate around the social integrity of the TREES credits issued to the GoG by ART. The case study also describes the first attempt to use ART’s grievance mechanism in response to concerns about the social integrity of the GoG TREES credits and the ways in which the ensuing process failed to meet international standards for non-State-based grievance mechanisms like ART’s.

4 The GoG is the first participant to have credits certified by ART, but several other countries are in the process of certifying such credits.
III THE ART STANDARD

What is ART?

ART self-describes as a "standalone, independent program" that is governed by an independent Advisory Board of Directors, financially overseen by the Board of Managers of Environmental Resources Trust LLC, a wholly-owned nonprofit subsidiary of Winrock International, and managed by a secretariat that is hosted by Winrock International. Winrock is a tax-exempt charity registered in the United States, and ART is currently funded via Winrock by the government of Norway and the Climate and Land Use Alliance, a network of US-based philanthropies.

ART requires that all credits it certifies meet its standard, TREES. TREES "sets out ART requirements for the quantification, monitoring, and reporting of GHG emissions and removals; demonstration of implementation of the Cancún Safeguards; and verification, registration, and

---

6 ART, "About Us", https://www.artredd.org/about-us/, accessed 5 Dec. 2023. Note that prior to December 2023, there was no public information that ART was financially overseen by Environmental Resources Trust.


issuance of TREES credits.” ART claims that the standard “ensure[s] that all TREES credits issued are real, measured, permanent, additional, net of leakage, verified by an accredited independent third party, and are not double counted.”

One of ART’s “Immutable Principles” is “to ensure the recognition, respect, protection, and fulfillment of the rights of indigenous peoples.” ART purports to do this by incorporating in Section 12 of TREES the Cancún Safeguards, internationally agreed under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, each of which is broken down into themes with structure, process, and outcome indicators. TREES requires that a participant at the start of its first five-year crediting period demonstrate conformance with the structure and process indicators, and either demonstrate conformance with the outcome indicators or have a plan for achieving conformance with those within five years.

Cancún Safeguards A, B, C, and D address social integrity, and Safeguards A, B, E, F, and G address environmental integrity. As relevant to social integrity, Cancún Safeguard A requires that a program participant’s actions are consistent with the objectives of relevant international conventions; Safeguard B requires that the program participant respect, protect, and fulfill the right of access to information, land tenure rights, and access to justice; Safeguard C requires that the program participant respect, protect, and fulfill the rights of indigenous peoples; and Safeguard D requires that the program participant promote adequate procedures for the meaningful participation of indigenous peoples.

In issuing credits to the GoG, ART failed to uphold compliance with its standard, and indeed, failed to adhere itself to its standard.
Guyana’s national legal framework does not adequately respect, protect, and fulfill IPs’ land tenure rights as protected under ratified international conventions. This has been affirmed by multiple international human rights bodies.

Violations of IPs’ land rights are ongoing in Guyana, including: restricted access to customary lands and resources by government actors in protected areas and by private actors on logging and mining concessions; extraction by external actors of resources from customary lands without FPIC, and unrecognized rights to manage and develop ancestral territories, among others. Court cases seeking access to justice for land rights violations have faced significant delays and have offered little to no remedy.

GoG’s TRES documents offer no clarity as to how these rights violations will be addressed.

GoG registered an accounting area that encompasses IPs’ customary lands, including titled lands, without FPIC, in violation of international law and the Amerindian Act of 2006. Rights over titled lands belong to the respective indigenous village and are held for the benefit of the village by the Village Council under the Amerindian Act of 2006.

GoG falsely claimed that the NTC is the sole legitimate authority to represent IPs in Guyana, leading ART and the VVB contracted by the GoG to accept NTC endorsement as evidence of IPs’ consent to inclusion of their forests within the accounting area and to the transfer of their rights to ERRs without examining NTC’s status under national and international law. Under national law, decision-making authority over indigenous titled lands rests solely with the villages themselves. Under international law, decision-making authority rests with IPs and their chosen representative institutions; the NTC is not such an institution.

GoG’s stated benefit-sharing plan was not developed in consultation with IPs, and only allows indigenous villages to retroactively opt-in to receiving benefits from the sale of credits, denying them their right to withhold participation of their lands in the program.

TREES Sec. 12.5.1 Cancún Safeguard A | Actions are complementary or consistent with the objectives of national forest programs and relevant international conventions and agreements

THEME 1.1 Consistency with the objectives of national forest programs

THEME 1.2 Consistency with the objectives of relevant international conventions and agreements

TREES Sec. 12.5.2 Cancún Safeguard B | Transparent and effective national forest governance structures, taking into account national legislation and sovereignty

THEME 2.1 Respect, protect, and fulfill the right of access to information

THEME 2.2 Promote transparency and prevention of corruption, including the promotion of anti-corruption measures

THEME 2.3 Respect, protect, and fulfill land tenure rights

THEME 2.4 Respect, protect, and fulfill access to justice

TREES Sec. 12.5.3 Cancún Safeguard C | Respect for the knowledge and rights of indigenous peoples and members of local communities by taking into account relevant international obligations, national circumstances and laws, and noting that the United Nations General Assembly has adopted the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

THEME 3.1 Identify indigenous peoples and local communities, or equivalent

THEME 3.2 Respect and protect traditional knowledge

THEME 3.3 Respect, protect, and fulfill rights of indigenous peoples and/or local communities, or equivalent

TREES Sec. 12.5.4 Cancún Safeguard D | The full and effective participation of relevant stakeholders—in particular indigenous peoples and local communities—in actions referred to in paragraphs 70 and 72 of decision 1/CP16

THEME 4.1 Respect, protect, and fulfill the right of all relevant stakeholders to participate fully and effectively in the design and implementation of REDD+ actions

THEME 4.2 Promote adequate participatory procedures for the meaningful participation of indigenous peoples and local communities, or equivalent
Figure 2  ART in Guyana Annotated Timeline, Part 1: Certification and Sale of TREES Carbon credits

Guyana enters ART program
- **DECEMBER 18, 2020:** GoG submits its Concept Note, which is published on the ART Registry on December 21, 2020. Up to this point, there has been no public announcement explaining this proposal nor have any consultations taken place on the proposal.
- **APRIL 2021:** GoG publicly announces plan to sell carbon credits under the ART program for the first time.\(^\text{17}\)

Validation and verification of GoG's reported compliance with TREES
- **OCTOBER 26, 2021:** ART approves GoG's TREES Registration Document and TREES Monitoring Report for the 2016-2020 crediting period and a TREES Registration Document for the 2021-2025 crediting period, and opens 30-day comment period.
- **OCTOBER 28, 2021:** GoG launches draft LCDS.
- **NOVEMBER 2021-JUNE 2022:** GoG conducts info-sharing sessions about the LCDS that it labels consultations. At several of these sessions, participants requested materials in simpler language; materials translated into the relevant indigenous languages; and training for community members to facilitate further discussions in their communities. None of these requests were fulfilled.
- **APRIL-OCTOBER 2022:** APA sends several letters to GoG, donors, ART Secretariat, and ART Board expressing concerns about the inadequate consultation process on the LCDS and the ART proposal and the ongoing violations of IPs' rights in Guyana.
- **APRIL 2022:** Aster validation and verification visit to Guyana.
- **JULY 2022:** LCDS endorsed by NTC; LCDS tabled in Parliament.
- **AUGUST 8, 2022:** Parliament passes a resolution endorsing LCDS.

ART approves TREES credits
- **DECEMBER 1, 2022:** GoG final Monitoring Report and Registration Document published on ART registry; Aster reports published on ART registry; ART approves credits for period 2016-2020.

GoG sells TREES credits
- **DECEMBER 2, 2022:** GoG and Hess announce deal for GoG to sell carbon credits to Hess.

---

IV ART’S FAILURE TO SAFEGUARD SOCIAL INTEGRITY IN ITS ISSUANCE OF CREDITS TO THE GOVERNMENT OF GUYANA

ART’s failure to safeguard social integrity stems from both shortcomings in its standard as well as deficiencies in its enforcement of that standard. ART attempts to ensure compliance with TReES by requiring program participants to undergo third-party validation and verification to ensure that their program meets TReES requirements. The validation and verification process is undertaken by an ART-approved Validation and Verification Body (VVB) that is contracted by the program participant – in Guyana’s case, this VVB was Aster Global Environmental Services, Inc. Inadequacies in the standard itself, in the validation and verification of the standard, and in the overall process for certification are all evident in the process of ART’s certification of credits to the GoG.

A. Failure to Respect Indigenous Peoples’ Land Rights

Indigenous villages in Guyana are the legal owners of their titled village lands under the Amerindian Act of 2006. National law falls short, however, of international human rights obligations, which require the government to legally recognize all of indigenous peoples’ traditional lands in accordance with their customary tenure systems. Indigenous peoples’ traditional territories in Guyana extend far beyond their currently titled lands, and under international law, indigenous peoples are recognized as having rights to own, occupy, control, and manage their traditional lands, territories, and resources. These land rights are incorporated into TReES via the Cancún Safeguards. Yet despite TReES requiring that program participants respect indigenous peoples’ property rights, ART continued to overlook or ignore the violations of indigenous peoples’ land and resource rights by the GoG in its initial approval of the GoG’s TReES Concept Document and later approval of the GoG’s final TReES Registration Document and Monitoring Report for the 2016-2020 crediting period, and in its final issuance of credits to the GoG.

18 The Amerindian Act of 2006 provides that village councils are to “hold for the benefit and use of the village all rights, titles and interests in or over village lands”, Sec. 13, and that unless specifically delegated to a village council, all decisions to be made by villages are to be made in a village general meeting, Sec. 34.

19 International human rights bodies have recommended that the GoG revise the Amerindian Act of 2006 and other relevant laws in accordance with the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. E/C.12/GUY/CO/2-4, 28 Oct. 2015, para. 15 (urging the State to “revise the Amerindian Act 2006 and other relevant laws with a view to ensuring, in accordance with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, that the Amerindian people’s rights to their lands, territories and resources are fully recognized and protected and that their free, prior and informed consent is obtained in respect of the adoption of any legislation, policy and/or project affecting their lands or territories and other resources”); CEDAW/C/GUY/CO/9, 30 July 2019, para. 44(b) (urging the State to “Amend the Amerindian Act (2006) and other relevant laws, using a gender-sensitive approach, with a view to ensuring that the rights of Amerindian communities to their lands, territories and resources are fully recognized and protected, in accordance with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples”); CERD/C/GUY/CO/14, 4 Apr. 2006, para. 14 (urging the State to ensure that “the representatives of indigenous communities be consulted, and their informed consent sought, in any decision-making processes directly affecting their rights and interests”); CERD/EWUAP/106th session/2022/MJ/CS/ks, 29 Apr. 2022 (urging the State to “Incorporate the principle of free, prior and informed consent in domestic legislation, including by amending the Amerindian Act of 2006, with indigenous peoples’ participation, and to fully and adequately guarantee the right to consultation of indigenous peoples”).
1. Failure to Question the Government of Guyana’s Proposed Accounting Area

The GoG submitted its TREES Concept to ART in December 2020. The proposal lists the accounting area (the area in which Emission Reductions and Removals – or ERRs – will be calculated for the generation and sale of credits) as 100% of the national forest estate. This area, which covers about 18 million hectares, includes around 3.5 million hectares of titled indigenous lands and at least as much untitled traditional lands. ART approved the TREES Concept the same month and thereby approved the GoG for participation in ART.20 No changes were made to the accounting area in the GoG’s final TREES Registration Document and Monitoring Report for the 2016-2020 crediting period.

Although the GoG’s formal submissions proposed the accounting area for the carbon crediting program to include all forests in Guyana, no indigenous communities were consulted on, let alone consented to the inclusion of the forests in either their titled lands or untitled customary lands in the program. The inclusion of indigenous peoples’ forests in the accounting area thus occurred in violation of indigenous peoples’ rights to self-determination, to participation in public affairs, and to control of their traditional territories and the resources therein. The move therefore also violated Cancún Safeguards A, B, C, and D (incorporated into TREES), which require that REDD+ programs be consistent with relevant international conventions and agreements, that indigenous peoples have access to information and are able to participate meaningfully in these programs, and that other rights of indigenous peoples be respected. ART overlooked this fact in its approval of the GoG’s formal submissions to its program. It continued to ignore and overlook the GoG’s disrespect of indigenous peoples’ land and participation rights throughout the validation and verification process.

20 The GoG’s TREES Concept, along with other TREES documents, can be found on ART’s registry: https://art.apx.com/mymodule/reg/TabDocuments.asp?r=111&ad=Prpt&act=update&type=PRO&aProj=pub&tablename=doc&id1=102.
2. **Flawed Understanding of Emission Reductions and Removals Rights**

Carbon credits issued by ART are Emission Reductions and Removals (ERRs) credits. TREES does not require that carbon rights are explicitly addressed in national legislation, but it does require that the program participant has “demonstrated clear ownership or rights” over ERRs. The GoG has not done so. The GoG’s TREES documents state that “Forests in Guyana are managed and administered under the Guyana Forestry Commission Act 2007 and the Forest Act 2009. Guyana’s National Forest Policy outlines the national ownership and mandate of forest areas in Guyana and include [sic] forest goods and services including forest carbon services.”

Neither “forest goods and services” nor “forest carbon services” are defined in the aforementioned statutes, nor do the statutes or the National Forest Policy clearly vest rights to ERRs from indigenous lands in the GoG.

Despite what the GoG’s TREES documents suggest, Guyanese national legislation is clear that not all forest in Guyana is nationally owned. The Forest Act itself acknowledges that the GoG does not own all forests in Guyana and cannot, for example, issue forest concessions over titled indigenous lands. Similarly, the GoG acknowledges in its TREES documents that the National Forest Policy on which its justification for ERR ownership relies “does not directly apply to private property and Amerindian Titled Lands.”

The GoG’s final Monitoring Report for the 2016-2020 crediting period does not discuss this discrepancy. It does not acknowledge that indigenous villages are by Guyanese law the legal owners of their land and forests.

---

22 Ibid.
owners of their forests inside titled lands. Nor does it acknowledge that, under international human rights treaties ratified by Guyana and incorporated into its Constitution, 24 indigenous peoples own the resources in their customary territories. Instead, the GoG reported that the National Toshaos Council (NTC) endorsed the proposal to sell ART-certified credits via its endorsement of the national Low Carbon Development Strategy 2030 (LCDS). The NTC was established by the Amerindian Act of 2006 as a body comprising all toshaos (heads of indigenous villages) in Guyana. It is imbued by statute with advisory functions. It does not hold title to land. 25 A village council, of which the toshao is one member, is the entity holding title to land under the Amerindian Act. All decisions to be made by an indigenous village, such as a decision whether to include village lands in a national REDD+ program, are required to be made in a village general meeting. 26 The NTC’s endorsement of the ART proposal does not, therefore, demonstrate the GoG’s legal rights to the ERRs generated on indigenous titled lands. However, although TREES requires a program participant to “demonstrate clear ownership or rights”, ART never required further explanation from the GoG and instead seemed to accept the NTC endorsement as evidence of a transfer of ownership of ERRs.

24 See Constitution of Guyana, Art. 154A.
25 Amerindian Act, Sec. 41.
26 Amerindian Act, Sec. 34.
What does free, prior, and informed consent look like in Guyana?

Free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) is by now understood internationally to be a core right that safeguards other rights of indigenous peoples. However, the right to FPIC appears to remain poorly understood by bodies like ART or the VVB contracted by the GoG in this process. To properly assess whether FPIC was granted by the rightsholders or their representative institutions requires knowledge of the indigenous peoples in question and of the relevant legal frameworks.

Under international law, indigenous peoples – through their own representative institutions – have the right to give or withhold their FPIC to measures affecting them or projects that may affect their traditional lands, territories, and resources, including carbon financing projects. For Guyana’s indigenous peoples, these representative institutions include district councils and village councils. Indigenous peoples in Guyana do not consider the NTC to be such a representative institution. While individual toshaos are required by the Amerindian Act to represent the interests of their villages, indigenous peoples in Guyana do not consider their toshaos to be authorized to make unilateral decisions affecting their lands.

Under national law, titled indigenous villages make decisions affecting their titled lands in village general meetings. Toshaos cannot make decisions regarding the use of their lands on their own. A group of toshaos acting together, such as the NTC, also does not have this authority. The NTC does not hold any title to land and has no decision-making power over any village’s lands, and as such, cannot grant consent for the use of titled village lands and resources.

3. Threats to Indigenous Peoples’ Land Rights in the REDD+ Implementation Plan

TREES requires program participants to submit a REDD+ implementation plan to outline the programs or activities planned to achieve ERRs. It is not clear if the GoG submitted such a plan to ART when it submitted its TREES Concept; if it did, the plan is not available in the ART public registry. The GoG’s final Monitoring Report prior to the credit issuance states that its REDD+ strategy is a “component of the [sic] Guyana’s LCDS”, and although the two documents “are not different in content and context”, the LCDS is “broader than the REDD+ Strategy component”. The LCDS is the Low Carbon Development Strategy 2030, endorsed by the Parliament of Guyana in August 2022.

None of the GoG’s publicly available TREES documents, nor the LCDS itself, make clear which components of the LCDS are part of the REDD+ strategy, nor does Guyana otherwise have a published REDD+ strategy.

---

28 Amerindian Act, Sec. 34.
29 TREES, Sec. 3.2.
Although it remains unclear what activities the GoG claims to have generated the retroactively credited ERRs, it is clear that in the time period from 2016 to 2020 there were ongoing violations of indigenous peoples’ rights. In addition, while the LCDS may be broader than the GoG’s participation in the VCM, it is through the sale of ART-certified credits that the GoG primarily expects to finance the other objectives of the LCDS.

Many of the activities described in the LCDS – which are either part of the REDD+ strategy or are otherwise activities that the GoG plans to finance using carbon credit revenue – have historically been linked to violations of indigenous peoples’ rights in Guyana and have the potential to continue violating their rights. These include renewable energy projects, forestry, mining, and the establishment of protected areas.

There are numerous reports of logging companies harassing indigenous peoples and preventing them from accessing their traditional forests, as well as of unwanted logging in indigenous peoples’ lands decimating valuable timber stocks, destroying non-timber forest produce, scaring off game animals, and polluting water sources that indigenous peoples customarily use.32 Mining concessions are granted over indigenous peoples’ lands without consideration for indigenous peoples’ rights to control, develop, and use those lands, including over areas that are known to the GoG to be sacred sites, such as Marudi Mountain in Wapichan territory.33 All of the protected

---

areas in Guyana have been established and administered in violation of indigenous peoples’ rights. Despite explicit promises by the GoG to respect indigenous peoples’ rights inside a few of the protected areas, there continue to be violations of indigenous peoples’ rights to access and use their resources inside such areas.  

Many of these violations are enabled by the GoG’s failure to recognize the land tenure rights of indigenous peoples under both international and national law. The GoG conceives of indigenous land rights as “granted” by the state, rather than being inherent. Most villages that have received title report that it does not cover the full extent of their traditional lands. The GoG also interprets these titles to exclude subsurface rights, rights to waterways, and portions of land covered by extractive concessions. In addition, the GoG makes a discriminatory distinction between indigenous communities with title to their land and those without title. Treaty bodies have recommended that the GoG abolish this distinction and recognize the rights of indigenous peoples to the full extent of their traditional lands and territories.

The GoG Monitoring Report suggests that it has respected indigenous peoples’ rights in the design and implementation of REDD+ actions. Although the GoG’s report is not entirely clear,
it seems to suggest that the GoG has met Cancún Safeguard C’s outcome indicator in TREES by implementing the Amerindian Land Titling Project and the Amerindian Development Fund. However, despite having received external funding to implement some of its indigenous land titling obligations for the past eleven years via the Amerindian Land Titling Project, the GoG has yet to complete the titling of the villages that are part of this project. Many communities in Guyana still have no title over any part of their customary lands, and 90% of the 85 villages with land titles that participated in a land tenure assessment conducted by the Amerindian Peoples Association (APA) reported that their land titles did not correspond to the full extent of their traditional lands.\(^\text{37}\) The GoG does not explain how the Amerindian Development Fund helps to ensure that indigenous rights are protected in the context of REDD+ activities.

B. Failure to Respect Indigenous Peoples’ Participation Rights

The LCDS is the framework within which the GoG claimed to have engaged in “consultations” on the ART proposal. These “consultations,” which have been described by many communities rather as information-sharing sessions, took place from November 2021 to June 2022.\(^\text{38}\) As participants in some of the sessions noted, information-sharing cannot be confused with meaningful consultation, let alone FPIC. They reported that these sessions had minimal opportunities for participation, and no discussion of alternative mechanisms by which indigenous peoples could benefit from the carbon stock and healthy forests on their lands, nor of any potential risks or disadvantages of participation in the program (and indeed, as stated above, the decision to include indigenous lands in the program was taken long before any of these sessions).


The GoG's report on the so-called "consultations" noted that the meetings with indigenous villages would be “particularly around revenue sharing and the Village Sustainability Plans”, which villages are required to share with the GoG in order to receive any benefits from the sale of carbon credits. In addition, the sessions concerned the entire LCDS, of which jurisdictional forest carbon crediting is only one part. The limited information-sharing sessions held by the GoG in indigenous communities were thus insufficient for communities to fully understand the carbon crediting program.

The GoG also failed to fulfill requests made by participants at the LCDS information-sharing sessions. Some participants requested simplified materials about the LCDS, including materials in local languages. These were never provided. Other villages requested that local facilitators be trained to go to villages individually to consult them about the LCDS. This did not happen either. One GoG official’s response to recommendations that consultations not be rushed was
that the government must "make sure the opportunities in the world don't pass Guyana by, for example on ... ART TREES. The timelines for some of these things get set way in advance outside of anyone in Guyana's control, so we should at least make sure people are aware of this as well." The comment implies that ART was rushing the development of the GoG's crediting program. Taken together, these deficiencies demonstrate that the GoG's information sessions failed to meet international standards for consultation with indigenous peoples.

The inadequacy of the GoG's “consultations” on the LCDS, which it used as a stand-in for consultations on its carbon crediting program, undercuts the GoG's claim to ART that it complied with Cancún Safeguard D, which requires full and effective participation of affected stakeholders, especially indigenous peoples, in the design and implementation of the state's REDD+ program. Moreover, the GoG's inclusion of indigenous peoples’ lands in the accounting area in its original concept document submitted to ART in December 2020, prior even to any of these information sessions, suggests a lack of good faith on the part of the GoG to adhere to its FPIC obligations.

C. Failure to Respect Indigenous Peoples’ Right to Benefit-Sharing

The LCDS describes a proposed benefit-sharing model to distribute a portion of the revenue from carbon credit sales to indigenous communities. The benefit-sharing plan is to distribute 15 percent of revenue from carbon credit sales to indigenous communities, subject to an “opt-in” mechanism. Revenues received by villages under this mechanism must be spent on projects described in a Village Sustainability Plan that is approved by the GoG. The choice to opt in or opt out applies only to revenue sharing; it is not a mechanism for communities to give or withhold consent to their lands being used in the calculation of forest carbon credits.

Sale of “high-integrity” carbon credits to an oil company

Just one day after ART announced the issuance of credits, the GoG and Hess Corporation announced a deal for Hess to purchase 37.5 million carbon credits, generated from 2016 to 2030, from the GoG for US$750 million. Indigenous peoples were not consulted on or even informed of this deal in advance. In community workshops conducted by facilitators from the South Rupununi District Council after the Hess sale, community members overwhelmingly expressed opposition to the decision to sell carbon credits to an oil company.

This benefit-sharing plan was not developed in consultation with indigenous peoples and does not meet the requirements under international law for benefit-sharing with indigenous peoples. The right to benefit-sharing is inherent to indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination and

42 Ibid, p. 75.
43 The GoG’s information sessions would not even constitute a "consultation" as defined in the Constitution of Guyana, Art. 232, which requires that the person to be consulted "is afforded a reasonable opportunity to express a considered opinion on the subject of the consultation".
44 The other 85 percent of the revenue is to support national development priorities outlined in the LCDS.
45 LCDS 2030, pp. 43-45.
46 The section of the LCDS described here is titled "Opting Into the ART-TREES Revenue Sharing Mechanism."
thus flows from indigenous peoples’ rights over the resources in their territories and the right to give or withhold FPIC for the use of those resources. TRES requires there be a “benefit allocation arrangement” between the program participant and any rightsholders to demonstrate that the program participant has clear ownership to ERRs. However, the GoG’s benefit-sharing plan only allows indigenous villages to retroactively opt in to receiving benefits from the sale of credits; any villages that chose not to opt in would not receive any benefits, but would nonetheless still have had their lands included in the accounting area, and the ERRs generated from their lands put up for sale or sold by the GoG.

Indigenous youth activist Kemal Robinson presenting at the event “Carbon Markets and Rights: Indigenous Peoples’ Perspective on the Approval of ART TREES Credits in Guyana” during NYC Climate Week 2023. © RFUS

48 UNDRIP does not refer to benefits, and instead, the right to benefits is subsumed within the right to self-determination and indigenous peoples’ rights over their lands, territories, and resources. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights explained that indigenous peoples have the right to share the benefits of an activity that results in a restriction of their rights to their lands and resources, and that the benefit sharing arrangement must be developed with the effective participation of indigenous peoples. IACHR, Saramaka People v. Suriname, Judgment of 28 Nov. 2007, para. 138; IACHR, Saramaka People v. Suriname (Interpretation of the Judgment on Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs), Judgment of 12 Aug. 2008, para. 13.
V FAILURE OF ART’S INTERNAL GRIEVANCE MECHANISM TO REMEDY RIGHTS VIOLATIONS AND MEET INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

Despite the evidence of the GoG’s non-compliance with TREES, ART’s VVB assessed the GoG’s claims as being in conformance with the standard, and ART certified and issued 33.47 million carbon credits to the GoG in December 2022.49

In response to the rights violations described above, the Amerindian Peoples Association (APA), a national indigenous peoples’ advocacy organization in Guyana, filed a complaint in March 2023 with ART’s internal grievance mechanism established in TREES Section 16. The complaint outlined the violations of indigenous peoples’ rights and failures of the GoG to comply with TREES social safeguards, reiterating many comments that the APA had already made to ART and the VVB which had gone unaddressed. Like the credit issuance more broadly, the complaint has been viewed as a test case for ART.

International standards for non-State-based grievance mechanisms, such as ART’s, state that for such mechanisms to be effective, they must be legitimate, accessible, predictable, equitable, transparent, rights-compatible, and a source of continuous learning.50 These standards form part of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and have been further elaborated by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. Both the design and the implementation of ART’s grievance mechanism failed to comply with these standards.

A. Deficiencies in the Design of the ART Grievance Mechanism

The design of ART’s grievance mechanism falls short of international standards for non-State-based grievance mechanisms. TREES Section 16, which establishes the ART grievance mechanism, does not contain detailed information about the mechanism’s mandate or objectives, nor the policies and processes for resolving grievances. It assigns personnel to the grievance mechanism without any requirements for their qualification for the work and without sufficient attempts to establish the independence of the mechanism.

During the initial complaint process, the ART Secretariat is tasked with assigning a representative to investigate the complaint. Although TREES specifies that the representative is to be someone


without any involvement in the issue that is the subject of the complaint, it is the Secretariat that then makes a decision on the complaint. If an appeal is later filed, the appeal is decided by a committee comprising three members, two of whom are involved with ART: one is a member of ART’s host Winrock’s Senior Management or Board, and one is a member of the ART Board of Directors. Given that ART’s Secretariat makes the recommendation to the ART Board regarding certification of credits, and that the ART Board takes the final decision on the approval of credits, there is a lack of independence in both the complaint and appeal processes.

Finally, there is no information in TREES (nor in ART’s later-published Complaints Guidance) regarding the potential remedies for violations of the human rights safeguards in TREES. It is only in ART’s Validation and Verification Standard that ART indicates that the only remedy available for errors in validation and verification is a downward adjustment in future crediting periods. 51 ART has otherwise never indicated whether it would offer other remedies, including supporting processes to help governments improve their compliance with the human rights safeguards in TREES.

**ART’s grievance mechanism’s failure to prevent the risk of retaliation**

ART’s grievance mechanism does not have effective safeguards in place to prevent the risk of retaliation against complainants, as it should under applicable international standards. The APA was maligned in several press releases by the GoG after it filed a complaint with ART’s grievance mechanism. 52 Despite proposing confidentiality provisions in the terms of reference for the appeal committee that were so strict as to undermine the transparency of the process, after dismissing the APA’s appeal, ART published the names and email addresses of the APA staff members working on the complaint and appeal without even informing them.

---

52 For example, press releases by the GoG following the filing of the APA’s complaint have falsely and baselessly accused the APA of having a “true motive of sacrificing development of Amerindian villages, to foster their political motives”, Guyana Office of the Vice President, Press Release, 18 April 2023; or of “pay[ing] themselves handsomely by showing Guyana in a bad light”. Guyana Office of the Vice President, Press Release, 19 April 2023.
Deficiencies in ART’s grievance mechanism
design and implementation

- TREES Section 16, which establishes the grievance mechanism, does not contain information about the mechanism’s mandate, objectives, or processes for resolving grievances
- A complaint is decided by the ART Secretariat
- An appeal is decided by a committee comprised of three members, two of whom are linked to ART
- The grievance mechanism does not offer effective remedies for violations of the human rights safeguards in TREES
- The grievance mechanism does not offer effective safeguards against the risk of retaliation
- The investigator assigned to the APA’s complaint had no knowledge of indigenous peoples’ rights
- The ART Secretariat did not consider the substance of the APA’s complaint, and only whether the process for validation and verification was correctly followed
- Statements by the GoG and NTC on the APA’s complaint were not shared with the APA before a decision was made on the complaint
- ART published a new Complaints Guidance on the same day that it dismissed the APA’s complaint. The Complaints Guidance sets forth new requirements for grievances.
- TREES Section 16 does not require eligibility review on appeals; Complaints Guidance states that ART will review eligibility of appeals; ART informs the APA that the APA’s appeal will have its eligibility reviewed by the Appeal Committee
- ART proposed TOR for the appeal committee and rebuffed APA’s attempts to negotiate the TOR
- The proposed TOR require that the APA’s appeal meet certain threshold criteria which were not defined in either TREES or the Complaints Guidance
- ART Secretariat alternately referred to itself as the ART Secretariat and the Appeal Secretariat in communications with the APA. There is no reference in either TREES or the Complaints Guidance to an Appeal Secretariat
- ART Secretariat unilaterally dismissed APA’s appeal

Effectiveness criteria to which non-State-based grievance mechanisms should adhere

- Legitimacy
  The mechanism must be fair, and those who use it must be able to trust it.
- Accessibility
  It must be clear to users how to use the mechanism, and adequate assistance must be provided to those who need it.
- Predictability
  Procedure, time frames, and possible outcomes must be clear.
- Equitability
  Aggrieved parties must have access to information, advice, and expertise necessary for the process to be fair.
- Transparency
  Parties must be given sufficient information about the mechanism.
- Rights-compatibility
  Remedies and outcomes must accord with internationally recognized human rights.
- Source of continuous learning
  The mechanism must draw on relevant measures to identify lessons for improving the mechanism and preventing future grievances and harms.
B. ART’s Failure to Address the APA’s Complaint in Accordance with International Human Rights Standards

1. Cursory Dismissal of APA’s Complaint

ART’s handling of the first – and to date, only – complaint it has received via its grievance mechanism demonstrated its lack of commitment to the internationally agreed principles that should guide non-State-based grievance mechanisms. The APA’s complaint, filed in March 2023, alleged that the GoG had failed to comply with TREES requirements, especially safeguards on indigenous peoples’ rights.

The ART Secretariat assigned a staff member at Winrock who had no knowledge of indigenous peoples’ rights to investigate the APA’s complaint. The investigator only conducted one phone interview with a member of the APA staff and stated that her review would not cover the substance of the complaint, but would only look at procedural issues, such as whether the APA had had an opportunity to raise its concerns. She informed the APA that they would have to appeal the decision on their complaint in order to seek a review of the substantive issues in their complaint. The approach taken in the investigation contravened the TREES guidelines on complaints – which specify that complaints should relate to “a decision made by ART representatives or the application of the ART program requirements” and not the validation and verification process – and undermined the effectiveness and rights-compatibility of the complaint process.

The GoG and NTC submitted statements contesting the accuracy of the APA’s allegations to ART during the course of the complaint. These were not shared with APA before ART’s decision on the APA’s complaint.

On May 18, ART published the investigator’s memorandum of review, a decision adopting all of the memorandum’s recommendations and a new document referred to as the “Complaints Guidance,” apparently in response to stakeholder feedback that the process was opaque and underdeveloped. While the Complaints Guidance provides some further detail regarding the operation of the grievance mechanism, it also introduces new requirements, undermining the predictability of the mechanism in the midst of an active complaint process.

The memorandum of review and the ART Secretariat’s final decision on the APA’s complaint did not engage with the substance of the complaint. The decision noted, “The review concludes that the processes in ART’s TREES Standard were properly followed” and “with limited exceptions, all concerns raised in the complaints were evaluated by the VVB during the 2016-2020 validation and verification”. The “limited exception” referred to the concern raised by the APA that ART had accepted the NTC endorsement of the LCDS as proof of FPIC for the sale of credits from indigenous peoples’ lands. The ART Secretariat did not engage with this concern, and instead dismissed it on the basis that the APA had not raised the concern during the validation and


verification process. ART did not acknowledge the fact that neither the GoG, VVB, nor ART had given any public indication until the credits were approved in December 2022 that they would consider NTC endorsement of the LCDS to constitute fulfillment of FPIC requirements.

**Figure 4** Example of the Unpredictability of the ART Grievance Mechanism

*ART’s new Complaints Guidance, issued on the same day that it made the decision to dismiss APA’s complaint, appears to severely restrict the scope of complaints.*

**Scope of complaints admissible under ART’s grievance mechanism**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admissible Concerns</th>
<th>Inadmissible Concerns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Concerns raised during the validation and verification process**

According to the new Complaints Guidance, any complaints about matters raised during the public comments period (which is part of the validation and verification process) are ineligible.

ART’s Complaints Guidance states: "It is not within the scope of the ART Complaints process to consider: ... A complaint submitted by the same complainant(s) on matters ... addressed as part of a public comment submission unless new, compelling evidence is provided".

**Concerns raised after the validation and verification process**

ART’s decision on the APA complaint dismissed concerns the APA raised about the lack of evidence that villages had given FPIC to the GoG’s proposal to ART because this concern was not raised before the validation and verification process was completed.

The ART Secretariat decision stated: "A key issue that had not been raised prior to completion of the validation and verification process for the 2016-2020 TREES credits is whether the National Toshaos Council has the authority to make decisions on behalf of IPs in Guyana. ... This newly raised concern will be considered during the 2021 verification process."

**Admissible concerns** It is unclear what concerns of a substantive nature are admissible if ART’s approach in its decision on the APA complaint is taken together with the new Complaints Guidance.

---

57 Ibid, Section 2, para 2.b.
2. Dismissal of the Appeal of the APA Complaint Without Any Substantive Review

The APA appealed ART’s decision on its complaint in June 2023, within the 30-day deadline established by the new Complaints Guidance that was published on the same day its complaint was dismissed.

The ART Secretariat informed the APA in July 2023 that it would convene a committee to review the appeal, and that the committee would determine the eligibility of the appeal. TREES Section 16 does not stipulate that there is to be any eligibility determination before an appeal process; the new Complaints Guidance published by ART after dismissing the APA’s complaint states that ART would conduct the eligibility review within 30 days of receiving the appeal. The ART Secretariat’s deviation from both TREES and the Complaints Guidance was one of a series of decisions taken by ART that undermined the predictability and legitimacy of the appeal process.

The APA submitted its nominee to the appeal committee in August 2023. The ART Secretariat approved the APA’s nominee shortly afterward.

In September 2023, the ART Secretariat sent terms of reference (TOR) for the appeal committee for the APA to review. This could have presented an opportunity for ART to accept input into the design of the grievance process, particularly as the appeal process was not already well-defined by either TREES Section 16 or the Complaints Guidance.

The TOR proposed by the ART Secretariat contained several provisions that would have undermined the legitimacy, equitability, and transparency of the process:

- The TOR introduced new “threshold requirements” for determining the eligibility of the appeal that were not defined in either TREES Section 16 or the Complaints Guidance. This contributed to the unpredictability and inequity of the process.
- The TOR limited the information available to the appeal committee, including by preventing the committee from considering information from external sources like subject-matter experts. This would undermine the legitimacy of the process, and because the APA complaint concerned indigenous peoples’ rights, these limitations also threatened the rights-compatibility of the mechanism.
- The TOR restricted the scope of the appeal committee's review to errors in the complaint investigation report, which as mentioned did not consider any substantive issues raised in the complaint. This would render the entire grievance mechanism pointless, as consideration of substantive issues would have been avoided for the entire duration of the process.
- The TOR would have established an Appeal Secretariat to act as administrative secretary to the Appeal Committee. The prospective members of the Appeal Secretariat were the executive and managing directors of the ART Secretariat, undermining independence and creating confusion about what role ART representatives were taking.
- Confidentiality provisions in the TOR would have made all communications regarding the appeal confidential, undermining the transparency of the process.59

---

59 ART has since published all of this correspondence, but it was clear that it was unwilling to proceed with the appeal without agreement to the confidentiality provisions. Ironically, ART published the communications without prior notification to the APA, after the dismissal of the appeal.
The APA sent comments on the TOR to ART on October 4, expecting to negotiate the terms. ART rejected almost all of the proposed revisions with cursory, vague explanations. ART did agree to correct a misspelling of the name of APA’s nominee to the appeal committee and to add a provision allowing APA to submit an addendum to their appeal within three days to address the newly established threshold criteria. The ART Secretariat threatened to dismiss the appeal if the APA did not sign the TOR within three days. This deadline was subsequently extended by five days. Nonetheless, the continuous changing of the eligibility criteria undermines both the predictability and accessibility of the mechanism. In addition, the fact that the ART Secretariat claimed authority to unilaterally dismiss an appeal against its own decision on the complaint is evidence of the lack of independence of the grievance mechanism.

The APA sent its addendum addressing the threshold criteria, along with a redlined version of the TOR prioritizing the amendments that the APA considered necessary for a fair consideration of the appeal, on October 18. The ART Secretariat responded on October 25 with a draft dismissal order, stating that the dismissal order would go into effect at 6:01 P.M. on October 27 if the APA did not sign the TOR by 6:00 P.M. on October 27. It again rejected the APA’s attempts to negotiate the TOR, making no amendments to the earlier version. ART’s communication stated that the APA could not “dictate the rules of the Appeal. … Neither the Appellant nor the Respondent has the ability to dictate the procedures of the Appeal to the other party to the Appeal.” It appeared that ART, the Respondent, was doing just that. ART’s refusal to engage with the APA in the design of the grievance process ignores best practice, which suggests regular and meaningful consultations with stakeholders and rightsholders on the design of the mechanism.

On October 27, the APA replied to the ART Secretariat reiterating that the TOR as drafted did not enable APA’s trust in the process and therefore that APA could not agree to the terms. The APA expressed its disappointment at the threatened dismissal of its appeal and again urged ART to negotiate the TOR with the APA to ensure an appeal process that meets international standards, as reflected in ART’s own Complaints Guidance.

The ART Secretariat notified the APA on November 3 that the dismissal order had gone into effect at 6:01 P.M. on October 27. This dismissal order was published on their website, along with a statement by ART, on November 3.

ART’s dismissal order not only contains factual errors, it demonstrates the lack of independence in the appeal process, which the APA had hoped that changes to the TOR could help avoid. As just one example, the dismissal order states, in reference to the APA’s proposed redlined TOR, that the APA “unilaterally amended” the TOR “in contravention of the Appeal Committee’s decision”. Given that the Appeal Committee had in fact never met, it could not have made any decisions, suggesting that the ART Secretariat had elected to act as the Appeal Committee and to make decisions regarding the APA’s ability to negotiate the terms of the appeal process. This assumption of authority by ART further emphasizes the lack of independence of the grievance mechanism.

60 See OHCHR Grievance Mechanism Report, Annex Part II: para. 7.2 (elaborating that legitimate grievance mechanisms meaningfully consult with rightsholders about the design of the mechanism).
61 For example, “proposed amendments are not supported by TREES, the Guidance, or due process.”
63 UNGPs, Principle 31(h).
APA files complaint

MARCH 8, 2023: APA files a complaint with ART, objecting to ART’s decision to certify carbon credits to the GoG and to ART’s application of its program requirements.

ART reviews APA’s complaint

MARCH-MAY 2023: ART appointed a person to investigate the complaint. The investigator works for Winrock, which hosts the ART Secretariat. The investigator tells APA that she is only reviewing the process, and not the substance of the complaint. She states that APA can appeal if they want to review the substance of the complaint.

ART dismisses APA’s complaint

MAY 18, 2023: ART publishes the investigator’s Memorandum of Review, the ART Secretariat’s decision on the complaint, and a new Complaints Guidance. The ART Secretariat’s decision dismisses the APA’s complaint without engaging with the substantive concerns raised.

APA appeals ART’s dismissal of its complaint

JUNE 16, 2023: APA files an appeal of the dismissal of its complaint.

JULY 16, 2023: ART informs APA it will convene an appeal committee and that the committee will first determine the eligibility of the appeal. This is a deviation from both TREES Section 16 and the Complaints Guidance.

JULY-AUGUST 2023: APA requests clarification on why eligibility rules have changed and what the further process will be. ART claims that the grievance process has not changed.

AUGUST 22, 2023: APA submits its nominee to the appeal committee.

AUGUST 30, 2023: ART approves APA’s nominee to the committee.

ART rejects APA’s attempts to negotiate a fairer and more equitable appeal process

SEPTEMBER 18, 2023: ART sends APA a TOR for the appeal committee.

OCTOBER 4, 2023: APA sends ART comments outlining concerns with the TOR and recommending improvements to them.

OCTOBER 10, 2023: ART threatens that it will consider APA’s appeal withdrawn if APA does not sign the TOR and confidentiality undertaking by October 13. This deadline is later extended to October 18.

OCTOBER 18, 2023: APA submits a redlined TOR and appeal addenda to ART. The redlined TOR indicated the revisions the APA considered necessary for an appeal process that meets UNGP criteria for non-State-based grievance mechanisms. The appeal addenda address the new threshold criteria the TOR introduced.

ART unilaterally dismisses APA’s appeal without ever considering the substantive concerns raised

OCTOBER 25, 2023: ART sends APA a draft dismissal order and threatens to dismiss the appeal if the TOR are not signed by October 27, 2023 at 6 P.M. ART does not respond to APA’s comments on the TOR.

OCTOBER 27, 2023: APA replies to ART, expressing its disappointment at ART’s position and requesting reconsideration. ART does not respond and does not publish the dismissal order.

NOVEMBER 2, 2023: APA writes to ART, noting that there has been no dismissal order published, and asking if ART will reconsider its refusal to amend the TOR to be in line with international best practice.

ART dismisses APA’s appeal

NOVEMBER 3, 2023: ART replies that the dismissal order went into effect on October 27, 2023, at 6:01 P.M. ART publishes the dismissal order online.
VI CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

VCMs have been under intense scrutiny over the past few years, with serious questions raised as to whether certification schemes can in fact deliver high-integrity carbon credits. ART’s first – and to date, only – issuance of jurisdictional REDD+ carbon credits to the GoG is an important test case for the VCM. It demonstrates the failure of one of the most prominent VCM certification standards – which describes its mission as serving “as a global quality benchmark for jurisdictional REDD+” – to uphold high social integrity requirements.

This case study reveals several important lessons learned for high-integrity VCMs:

1. **Carbon credit certification standards should require participants to demonstrate compliance with international human rights standards.** Although TREES incorporates the Cancún Safeguards, ART’s standard still falls short of international human rights standards in a few ways. For one, TREES does not require compliance with its safeguard outcome indicators until after the first five years of a government’s participation in the program. More importantly, neither TREES nor ART’s guidance on validation and verification offer any systematic mechanism to evaluate and ensure compliance with the safeguards, which is primarily achieved through self-reporting. In Guyana’s case, the GoG’s Concept reported that it had already achieved conformance with all structure, process, and outcome indicators of all of the TREES safeguards. Yet it is well-documented, including by UN human rights bodies, that there are many ongoing indigenous peoples’ rights violations in Guyana and that the national legal framework governing indigenous peoples’ rights is deficient. Although the APA pointed this out to the VVB and to ART on numerous occasions, ART nonetheless certified the GoG as being in compliance with the TREES safeguards.

2. **Validation and verification of compliance with a certification standard must not rely on government self-reporting.** As currently structured, ART’s mechanism relies heavily on government self-reporting against the TREES safeguards. In fact, ART’s Validation and Verification Standard only asks that the VVB evaluate the descriptions the government provides in its TREES registration documents. ART requires that the VVB assess whether the government has described ownership rights to ERRs but does not require the VVB to validate or assess the legality of the claims to the credits. Similarly, the VVB is only required to evaluate the environmental and social safeguard structure, process, and outcome indicators against the description and evidence provided by the government itself. For outcome indicators, ART does not actually require evidence that outcomes have been achieved at any point; rather, it merely requires after the first five years of participation in the program that the outcomes are being monitored and that there are “stepwise improvements” in outcomes defined by the government itself.

---
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3. Validation and verification of compliance with a certification standard should employ experts in indigenous peoples’ rights and experts in the relevant national context, and consult affected indigenous peoples, so that VVBs can assess whether any claims of respect for indigenous land tenure rights and FPIC rights are legitimate. It is critical that the validation and verification team include experts who can properly assess the relevant government’s claims against the realities on the ground. The lack of knowledge of the national legal framework in Guyana, together with the lack of knowledge of indigenous peoples’ customary tenure systems in Guyana, resulted in an acceptance of the NTC’s endorsement of the LCDS in Guyana as proof of FPIC for the inclusion of indigenous lands in the program and a transfer of rights to ERRs. An expert with knowledge of indigenous peoples' rights and the national context would have understood, among other issues, that securing an endorsement from the NTC was not the same as securing FPIC from each indigenous people and village affected by the program. Consultation with affected indigenous peoples is also necessary for this purpose. As noted above, VVBs cannot rely predominantly on government self-reporting, but must triangulate information obtained from rightsholders themselves as well as third-party sources, such as international human rights bodies or NGO reports.

4. Carbon credit certification schemes should have grievance mechanisms that meet the internationally accepted criteria for non-State-based grievance mechanisms. Carbon credit certification bodies are actors to which international human rights standards such as the UNGPs apply. They should have grievance mechanisms that meet minimum international standards, to enable an avenue for access to justice for aggrieved rightsholders. The defects in ART’s grievance mechanism undermine the entire certification system. ART’s handling of the APA’s complaint and appeal showcased its lack of real commitment to upholding respect for indigenous peoples’ rights, as well as its lack of understanding of its own human rights responsibilities. A high-integrity certification scheme cannot be credible without having in place a robust grievance mechanism that can properly address complaints of non-compliance with its standard.